We present a thorough study of the thermodynamics of a one-dimensional repulsive Bose gas, focusing in particular on corrections beyond the Luttinger-liquid description. We compute the chemical potential, the pressure and the contact, as a function of temperature and gas parameter with exact thermal Bethe-Ansatz. In addition, we provide interpretations of the main features in the analytically tractable regimes, based on a variety of approaches (Bogoliubov, hard-core, Sommerfeld and virial). The beyond Luttinger-liquid thermodynamic effects are found to be non-monotonic as a function of gas parameter. Such behavior is explained in terms of non-linear dispersion and "negative excluded volume" effects, for weak and strong repulsion respectively, responsible for the opposite sign corrections in the thermal next-to-leading term of the thermodynamic quantities at low temperatures. Our predictions can be applied to other systems including super Tonks-Girardeau gases, dipolar and Rydberg atoms, helium, quantum liquid droplets in bosonic mixtures and impurities in a quantum bath.
Gapless systems in one spatial dimension often feature a linear phononic spectrum at low momenta, and this strongly constrains the low-temperature thermodynamics. A unified description of the various quantum degeneracy regimes is then obtained within Luttinger Liquid (LL) theory, which relates the low-temperature properties of the system to the Luttinger parameter, i.e., the ratio of the Fermi velocity and the zerotemperature sound velocity, itself a function of the interaction strength [1] [2] [3] [4] . In the weakly-repulsive or Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) regime, a gas of bosons with short-range interactions admits a mean-field description [5] . In the opposite limit of very strong repulsion, the gas approaches the Tonks-Girardeau (TG) limit, where bosons become impenetrable and the system wave function can be mapped onto that of an ideal Fermi gas (IFG), resulting in indistinguishable thermodynamics [6] . Seminal experiments have explored this continuous interaction crossover in the past few years [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
The landscape of physical regimes in a one-dimensional (1D) Bose gas is even richer at higher temperature [14] [15] [16] . The correlation functions behave differently in the various regimes [17] [18] [19] [20] , but those are hard to access experimentally. Thermodynamic quantities can be measured more easily, but these generally exhibit a monotonic behavior to lowest order in temperature. For example, the phononic excitations are responsible for the linear increase with temperature of the specific heat [5] , and for the quadratic growth of the chemical potential [21, 22] , for every interaction strength. As the temperature is increased, however, higher momenta get explored and the deviation of the spectrum from the simple linear behavior becomes important [23, 24] . As we will demonstrate, the resulting thermal corrections are no longer monotonic and permit to classify the regimes of interaction.
In this Letter, we provide a detailed study of the "beyond Luttinger Liquid" thermodynamics [24, 25] in a 1D Bose gas with short-range (contact) repulsion. First, we solve numerically the thermal Bethe-Ansatz (TBA) equations within the Yang-Yang theory, which provide an exact answer to the problem at all temperatures T and interaction strengths [26, 27] , and we compute key thermodynamic quantities, such as the chemical potential µ, the pressure P , and the Tan's contact C. Then, we gain further insight into the problem by investigating analytically different tractable regions, including lowand high-temperature, and weak-and strong-interactions. We demonstrate that the Bogoliubov (BG) theory correctly describes thermodynamic properties at low temperatures and weak interactions. For strong repulsion, we show that the leading interaction effects at both low and high temperatures stem from a "negative excluded volume" correction derived from the hard-core (HC) model. Moreover, we demonstrate that the contact is proportional to the chemical potential in the GP limit at low temperatures and to the pressure in the TG regime for any temperature. Finally, we show that the leading beyond-LL correction vs. temperature in the investigated quantities (i.e. µ, P , and C) is negative in the GP regime and is positive in the TG limit. Remarkably, the same trend is also visible in the first correction to the leading classical gas contribution at high temperatures.
Model.-The Hamiltonian of a 1D gas of N bosons with contact repulsive interactions is given by
where m is the atom mass, g = −2 2 /(ma) is the coupling constant, and a < 0 is the 1D s-wave scattering length. The interaction strength is determined by the dimensionless quantity γ = −2/(na) which depends on the gas parameter na, with n = N/L the linear density and L the length of the system. There is a crossover between the weak (γ 1) and strong (γ 1) interaction limits. A peculiar feature of one dimension is that the high-density n|a| 1 regime is described by the Bogoliubov theory contrarily to the usual three-dimensional case. Instead, the low-density n|a| 1 limit corresponds to a unitary Bose gas where the system (1) possesses the same thermodynamic properties of an IFG.
At zero temperature the system reduces to the LiebLiniger model, whose ground-state energy E 0 , chemical potential µ 0 = (∂E 0 /∂N ) a,L and sound velocity v = n/m(∂µ 0 /∂n) a can be found from Bethe-Ansatz as a function of the interaction strength γ [5, 28, 29] . The sound speed smoothly changes from the mean-field value v GP = gn/m to the Fermi velocity v F = πn/m in the TG regime.
Within the canonical ensemble, the complete thermodynamics of the system is obtained starting from the Helmholtz free energy A = E−T S, with E the energy and S the entropy. This allows for the calculation of the chemical potential
the pressure
and the Tan's contact parameter [30, 31] 
Simple considerations on scale invariance [32, 33] lead to a series of exact thermodynamic relations holding for any value of temperature and interaction strength [34] :
The chemical potential, the pressure, and the contact across the whole spectrum of temperature and interaction strength, as given by the solution of the thermal Bethe-Ansatz equations, are shown as symbols in Figs. 1, 2 , and 3. In the rest of the paper, we provide a deeper understanding of dominant effects in the various regimes which may be treated analytically.
Chemical Potential.-Let us start by considering weak interactions (γ 1). At low temperatures k B T mv 2 , where mv 2 is the chemical potential, the gas behaves like a quasicondensate, exhibiting features of superfluids [35] with phononic excitations [22] . In this regime, the thermodynamics can be understood via Bogoliubov theory in terms of a gas of non-interacting bosonic quasi-particles [5] . The thermal free energy is:
where
2 is the T = 0 BG spectrum [28, 29] , which depends on γ through v. From Eq. (6), the temperature shift of the chemical potential is found to be
Within the LL theory, one retains only the phononic part of the BG dispersion, (p) ≈ v|p|, and obtains the universal result ∆µ LL =μT [22] . Expanding the BG spectrum to
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, allows to compute the first correction beyond LL, which is O(T 4 ) [34] :
At mv
F provides the degeneracy temperature, the gas is in the thermal degenerate state.
At even higher temperatures k B T mv 2 F , the gas behaves classically with negative chemical potential. In the GP regime, the dominant contribution to thermodynamics is determined by single-particle excitations. A reliable description in this case is provided by Hartree-Fock theory, which yields the chemical potential µ GP = µ IBG + 2gn [5] , with µ IBG the chemical potential of the ideal Bose gas (IBG). Hence, we perform the virial expansion of the equation of state in terms of a small effective fugacityz = e β(µGP−2gn)
1. At leading order in temperature one obtains ∆µ ≈ µ GP , with [34] :
where λ = 2π 2 /(mk B T ) is the thermal wavelength. Eq. (9) is an expansion for small gas parameter nλ 1 and it holds if λ is much larger than the interaction range. Equation (9) depends on the coupling constant g only through the O(T 0 ) term. For smaller γ (i.e. larger densities), higher values ofT are needed for the agreement of Eq. (9) with TBA, as may be seen in Fig. 1 .
For strong interactions (γ 1), the thermodynamics at any temperature may be addressed by making an analogy with the hard-core model. Its free energy is obtained from that of an ideal Fermi gas, subtracting from the system size an "excluded volume" N a, where a is the diameter of the HC:
The scattering length a is positive for hard-core potentials, and the available phase space is diminished by N a. For the repulsive δ-potential in Eq. (1), instead, the scattering length is negative and the phase space is increased by N |a| effectively inducing "negative excluded volume". Although the HC equation of state applies for a > 0, its continuation to a < 0 at T = 0 differs from the Lieb-Liniger equation of state only by terms O(na) 4 , with such deviation attributed to the different phase shift dependence on the scattering momentum for δ-function and hard-core potentials [36] . We find that the "negative excluded volume" correction turns out to be dominant for γ 1 and permits to describe the thermodynamics of δ-interacting gas even at high T , as shown in Fig. 1 . Similarly, we expect that the "positive excluded volume" correction will be important for the thermodynamics of short-range gases with a > 0 in a strongly-correlated metastable state (super Tonks-Girardeau gas [37, 38] ).
Following the Sommerfeld expansion of the IFG free energy [34, 39] , and taking into account the excluded volume correction for a HC gas through Eq. (10), we arrive to: 
whereτ = k B T /Ê F , with an effective Fermi energyÊ F = 2 π 2n2 /(2m) depending on the rescaled densityn = n/(1 − an) which takes into account the "negative excluded volume" and is applicable for n|a|
1. An alternative derivation of Eq. (11) up to O(T 4 )-order was already presented in Ref. [40] . We further note that our result of the IFG Sommerfeld expansion [34] corrects a minor misprint in the O(T 4 )-term of Ref. [21] . From the T = 0 contribution of Eq. (11), we calculate the HC sound velocity v HC = v F /(1 − an) 2 . By comparing Eqs. (8) and (11), one notices that the O(T 2 )-phononic contribution is always positive, while quantum statistical effects are responsible for an opposite sign in BG and HC theories in the beyond-LL O(T 4 )-term. At high T , we apply the virial expansion to the equation of state of an IFG, and we get the corresponding expansion of the free energy [34] . Using Eqs. (10) and (2), we derive the virial expansion of the chemical potential of a hard-core gas:
(12) Equations (9) and (12) share the classical gas logarithmic term, while the second perturbative contribution O(nλ) exhibits an opposite sign emerging from quantum statistics, whose effects become important at lower T . The TG regime (γ = +∞) is recovered from the HC model when a = 0, and it possesses the same thermodynamic properties of an IFG.
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The leading-order (Luttinger liquid) result is ∆P LL =PT 2 , whereP = πm 2 v 3 (1 + χ γ ) /(6 ) and χ γ = [∂v/∂n] L n/v depends on γ through v. The LL result in Eq. (13) corrects a minor misprint in Ref. [41] . The virial expansion can be used to obtain the pressure in the GP regime at high temperatures, resulting in [34] :
Within the HC approach, the Sommerfeld expansion of the free energy, Eq. (10), and Eqs. (11) and (3), provide the following low-T behavior of the pressure
which is consistent with Ref. [40] and includes the O(T 6 )-term. The high-T pressure is instead derived from the virial expansion of Eq. (10), and Eqs. (12) and (3):
Equation (16) provides the first quantum correction to the Tonks equation P =nk B T , which describes a classical HC gas [40, 42, 43] , and a higher-order interaction correction to the virial result of the Yang-Yang theory [27, 34] . Tan's Contact.-In a system with zero-range interaction, the Tan's contact defined in Eq. (4) provides a relation between the equation of state and short-distance (largemomentum) properties, such as the interaction energy, the pair
▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲ ▲▲ ▲▲ ▲▲ ▲▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲▲ ▲▲ ▲▲▲ ▲▲▲▲▲▲▲ ▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲ correlation function, and the relation between pressure and energy density [33, [44] [45] [46] [47] , as shown for example in Eq. (5). Let us compute here the thermal contribution to the contact,
is the contact at T = 0. Within the BG theory, from Eq. (6) one obtains:
It can be shown that Eq. (17) is consistent with Eq. (5). At high T and in the GP regime, C does not depend on T , since within the Hartree-Fock approximation the free-energy depends on a only through the T = 0 term [34] .
With the HC approach, we find from Eqs. (10) and (4):
where the temperature dependence is encoded in P HC , which is given in Eqs. (15) and (16) for low-and high-T, respectively. The relation between contact and pressure emerges from the HC excluded volumeL = L − N a, which transforms the a-dependence, Eq. (4), in aL-one: C HC ∝ P HC = −(∂A HC /∂L) T,L,N , holding at any T . Moreover, Eq. (18) can be derived directly from Eq. (5) by using E HC = LP HC /2. Experimental Observation.-The pressure, the chemical potential, the free energy, the energy and the entropy as a function of T have been measured by using in-situ absorption imaging in three-dimensional ultracold gases [48] [49] [50] . A similar experimental technique has been applied to 1D Bose gas to extract the chemical potential as a function of temperature T and interaction strength γ [16] , resulting in an excellent agreement with TBA. Finally, Tan's contact parameter can be extracted from radio-frequency spectroscopy [51] [52] [53] , Bragg spectroscopy [54] and from the large-momentum tail of the momentum distribution n(k) [55, 56] .
Conclusions.-We provided a detailed study of the chemical potential, the pressure and the contact as a function of temperature and interaction strength for a 1D Bose gas with repulsive contact interactions. Exact results were obtained within thermal Bethe-Ansatz theory and the main characteristic features were explained analytically. Beyond-LuttingerLiquid effects were explicitly highlighted and explained in terms of non-linear Bogoliubov dispersion relation for weak interactions and "negative excluded volume" for strong repulsion. The beyond-LL effects are responsible for an opposite sign in the thermal next-to-leading term of the low-T thermodynamic behavior, being negative in the GP limit and positive in the TG regime. The same trend is also visible in the first correction to the leading classical gas contribution at high temperatures. Finally, we found that the Tan's contact parameter is proportional to the chemical potential and to the pressure for weak and strong interactions, respectively.
In outlook, we hope that our work can stimulate further theoretical and experimental investigations aiming at the characterization of quantum degeneracy regimes, the beyondLuttinger-Liquid physics and the microscopic nature of 1D Bose gases. Our predictions are relevant for the investigation of the properties of impurities immersed in helium [57] , in a 1D Bose gas [58] and in other 1D quantum liquids [59, 60] as a function of T and the interaction strength of the bath. Also, the knowledge of thermodynamics is crucial for the description of harmonically trapped gases [14, 31, 61, 62] , especially for the investigation of breathing modes [38, [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] whose frequency values are affected by the thermodynamic properties [69, 70] . Other interesting extensions of our work include multicomponent systems [71] [72] [73] and configurations with a well-defined number of atoms [74] . The "excluded volume" effects should be as well visible in a > 0 regime in (i) metastable states of gas with short-range interactions, i.e. for the super Tonks-Girardeau gas [37, 38] (ii) gases with finiterange interactions such as dipolar atoms [75] [76] [77] , Rydberg atoms [78] , bosonic 4 He (liquid) in a certain density range [79] and fermionic 3 He (gas) at low densities [80] . Our results can be extended to 1D quantum liquid droplets in bosonic mixtures [81] in order to explore thermal effects. In particular, 1D enhances quantum fluctuations [82, 83] , which are responsible for droplet stability, and it is achieved in current experiments [84] . 
Supplemental Material for
Thermodynamics of a one-dimensional Bose gas with repulsive contact interactions
In this Supplemental Material, we provide details about the derivation of the thermodynamic relations (Sec. S1), the low-and the high-temperature expansions of a weakly-interacting Bose gas (Sec. S2), the Sommerfeld and the virial expansions of an ideal Fermi gas (Sec. S3), and the Yang-Yang virial expansion of the pressure in the weak and strong repulsion limits (Sec. S4).
S1. THERMODYNAMIC RELATIONS
Let us consider the following general expression of the free energy per particle required by dimensional analysis [32, 33] :
From Eq. (S1), one can deduce the scaling law
where is an arbitrary, dimensionless parameter. Taking the derivative of Eq. (S2) with respect to at = 1 yields
From Eq. (S3) and by using Eqs. (2)- (4) and A = E − T S where S = −(∂A/∂T ) a,L,N , we find Eq. (5).
S2. WEAKLY-INTERACTING BOSE GAS
A. Low-temperature expansion from non-linear Bogoliubov dispersion relation
The low-momentum expansion of the Bogoliubov spectrum x = (p) = v|p| 1 + p 2 /(8m 2 v 2 ) > 0 may be inverted to find the only real and positive solution p. Hence, for the free energy, Eq. (6), we get the integral: 
where the analytic solution may be found expanding the integrand for |p| m|v|, which is justified at low temperatures. We find the low-T expansion of the free energy, within the Bogoliubov theory:
where E 0 is the ground-state energy calculated within the Lieb-Liniger model at zero temperature [28] . With a similar procedure for the chemical potential, Eq. (7), we get the integral: 
which provides the low-T expansion Eq. (8).
S4. YANG-YANG VIRIAL EXPANSION OF THE PRESSURE
Let us consider the virial expansion of the pressure in the Yang-Yang model [27] :
where x = γ(nλ)/(2 √ 2π). Since in Eq. (S24), only O(nλ)-terms are taken into account, we stop expansions at order O(x). In the weakly interacting regime (x 1), we get
which for γ = 0 reproduces only the first correction of the virial expansion of an ideal Bose gas. We notice here that the expression we derived in Eq. (S10) is more accurate than the one in Eq. (S25), as the former contains an extra O[(nλ) 2 ]-term independent on γ, which only emerges from the next-to-leading order of the Yang-Yang virial expansion, Eq. (S24).
In the strong repulsive regime (x 1), we obtain
which provides the first terms of the virial expansion of the hard-core model, Eq. (16).
